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Abstract: Algicides, like hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate, are commonly applied to recreational
waters and drinking water sources to mitigate cyanobacterial blooms. In this work, the effects of
hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate were evaluated in two natural bloom samples (collected
from Canadian and American waterbodies) and one lab-cultured Microcystis aeruginosa suspended in
Colorado River water. Five algicide to dissolved organic carbon (DOC) dose ratios were evaluated
during an initial exposure period of 24 h. One dose ratio (0.4 H2O2:DOC or 0.25 CuSO4:DOC) was then
evaluated during stagnation after quenching (hydrogen peroxide) or extended exposure (copper sulfate)
for up to 96 or 168 h. During the initial hydrogen peroxide exposure, the CA bloom had no release of
intracellular microcystins (MCs) and the USA bloom only released MC at 4 H2O2:DOC. The reverse
occurred with copper sulfate, where the CA bloom released MCs at 0.6 CuSO4:DOC but the USA bloom
had no detectable extracellular MCs. Extracellular MC was released from the lab-cultured Microcystis
at the lowest hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate doses. In the hydrogen peroxide stagnation
experiment, intracellular MC decreased in the USA bloom after 168 h despite the low dose applied.
Similarly, the extended copper sulfate exposure led to intracellular MC decreases in both bloom samples
after 168 h, despite showing no impact during the initial 24 h monitoring period. The lab-cultured
Microcystis was again less resistant to both algicides, with releases observed after less than 2 h of
stagnation or exposure. The damage to cells as measured by pigments during these experiments did not
match the MC data, indicating that blooms with depressed pigment levels can still be a risk to nearby
drinking water sources or recreational activities. These results provide insight on the timeline (up to
one week) required for monitoring the potential release of MCs after algicide application.
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1. Introduction

Climate change and human activities have increased the occurrence and severity of cyanobacterial
blooms in surface waters used for drinking water, agriculture, and recreation [1–4]. These blooms
represent a threat to both ecological and human health when present in surface waters as a result of the
biomass and the release of harmful intracellular metabolites, i.e., cyanotoxins [5,6]. The algal biomass
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in surface waters prevents light from reaching other phytoplankton, the increased turbidity affects the
growth of macrophytes that provide fish and aquatic species habitats, and bacterial degradation of the
bloom during die off can result in hypoxia and anoxia [1,7,8]. Cyanotoxins are secondary metabolites
that can be released during normal cell die off as well as following external stress events. The most
commonly detected cyanotoxins are microcystins (MCs), which are a group of monocyclic heptapeptides
with more than 100 congeners [9]. In humans, MCs can cause gastroenteritis, liver toxicity, neurologic
effects, and cytotoxicity, and have been linked to cancer [5,10,11]. As a result of the potential human
health effects of MCs, many regulatory bodies have implemented health advisories for drinking and
recreational waters. The drinking water health advisories include MC-LR limits of 1.0 [12], 1.5 [13],
and 0.3 µg/L for bottle-fed infants and 1.6 µg/L for school-age children to adults [14]. Given the exposure
route, recreational water guidelines are less stringent, i.e., MC-LR limits of 20 [15] and 8 µg/L [16].

In surface waters, cyanobacterial blooms can be mitigated by implementing physical (e.g., artificial
destratification, aeration, mixing, and flushing) or chemical (e.g., nutrient reduction strategies, coagulation
of cells, and treatment with algicides) strategies [1,17]. Copper sulfate is a commonly applied algicide
due to the ease of application, low cost, and efficacy. Depending on the concentration used, copper
sulfate can inactivate cells and/or produce cell lysis [18]. When lysis occurs, the released MCs are of
significant concern because they will not be oxidized by copper sulfate [19,20]. Previous studies have
focused on determining the dose at which no MCs will be released [20–22]; however, these studies were
limited in that the data focus on monocultures grown in the lab, specifically Microcystis aeruginosa (MA).

Hydrogen peroxide is an algicide that is favored because it decomposes into non-toxin byproducts,
oxygen and water. Field applications of hydrogen peroxide have successfully suppressed the growth
of cyanobacteria in lakes in the Netherlands [23] and China [24] as well as a waste-stabilization
pond in Australia [25]. At the lab scale and in field applications, phytoplankton (e.g., green algae,
cryptophytes, chrysophytes, and diatoms) were more resistant to hydrogen peroxide relative to the
cyanobacteria, reinforcing its suitability for the treatment of recreational and drinking water source
waters [23,26,27]. Although hydrogen peroxide itself induces limited cell damage for lab-cultured MA,
the introduction of either UV or visible light leads to the formation of hydroxyl radical (OH•) [28,29].
Hydroxyl radical is a non-selective and highly reactive oxidant that has the potential to cause cell lysis
and degrade MCs [29–31].

In this work, the impact of hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate on the release of intracellular
MCs was evaluated in two naturally occurring blooms and one lab-cultured MA. The main objectives
of this work were to 1) establish the doses required for release of intracellular MC after 24 h exposure to
hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate and 2) evaluate the effect of extended exposure (copper sulfate)
or stagnation post-exposure (hydrogen peroxide) on cell viability and release of MCs. This is the first
study to systemically evaluate the impact various doses of hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate have
on natural blooms, as well as the impact of stagnation after oxidation and extended exposure.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Collection of Cyanobacterial Bloom Samples

The United States (USA) bloom sample was collected from Grand Lake St. Marys in Celina, OH,
in October 2016 and shipped to SNWA on ice. The Canadian (CA) bloom was collected in the summer of
2016 from the Canadian side of Lake Champlain. Water was collected and transported to Polytechnique
Montréal on ice. Water quality parameters (dissolved organic carbon (DOC), intra- and extracellular
MCs, pH, pigment, cyanobacteria identification and enumeration) were determined within the hold
times for individual parameters and algicide experiments were started within three days of receipt of
the bloom samples.
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2.2. Culturing and Suspension of Microcystis Aeruginosa

A unicellular culture of MA (LB 2385, UTEX Culture Collection) was selected for these experiments
as it is known to produce MC-LR [32]. Cells were cultured in Bold3N media for a month before being
centrifuged three times and rinsed with 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH of 7.5. Cells for the experiment
were spiked into a sample of Colorado River water (CRW) at a concentration of 1 × 106 cells/mL to mimic
the concentration found in the natural blooms. The CRW sample was collected from the inlet to Lake
Mead in October of 2016 and water quality (DOC and pH) was determined within prescribed hold-times.

2.3. Water Quality Parameters

Water quality parameters, DOC and pH, were measured using Standard Methods 5310B and
4500-H+B (APHA, 2012). Pigments were measured as extracted chlorophyll-a (chl-a) for the USA bloom
and lab-cultured MA or phycocyanin (PC) for the CA bloom. Chl-a was determined via SM 10200 H
(APHA, 2012) and PC was measured with a Total Algae sensor on a YSI EXO2 Multiparameter Sonde
(YSI, Yellow Springs, OH, USA) [33–35]. The Total Algae sensor was blanked with deionized water and
values were recorded as relative fluorescence units (RFU) as described in previous work [36].

USA bloom samples (one unpreserved and one preserved with 1% Lugol’s iodine) were sent to BSA
Environmental Services (Beachwood, OH) for identification and enumeration via microscopy. CA bloom
samples were similarly preserved and analyzed, but the work of identification and enumeration was
completed at Polytechnique Montréal. To estimate the lab-cultured MA cell counts, a correlation between
optical density at 730 nm and cell counts was established using a digital flow cytometer (FlowCAM,
Fluid Imaging Technologies, Yarmouth, ME) as described in previous work [32]. Optical density was
measured with a Hach DR 5000 spectrophotometer.

2.4. Detection of Intra- and Extracellular MCs

Prior to and following algicide exposure, total and extracellular MCs were detected. The total MC
concentration was determined by lysing and sonicating the sample. To lyse the cells, 10 mL samples were
frozen at −20 ◦C and thawed at 25 ◦C. Sonication was conducted with a probe sonicator (Q500, QSonica,
Newtown, CT) for 5 min in pulses of 5 s on and 1 s off. The sonicator was dispensed at 20 kHz with
200 µm amplitude/tip displacement requiring ~30 W power. To prevent overheating of the sample and
probe, samples were kept in an ice bath during the sonication period. The process of extracting total MCs
did not degrade extracellular MCs during a control experiment wherein 20 µg/L MC-LR was spiked into
CRW. Extracellular MCs were determined by filtering the sample with glass microfiber syringe filters,
with a pore size of 0.45 µm, prior to analysis (Whatman, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom). To determine
the concentration of intracellular MCs, the extracellular concentration was subtracted from the total MCs.

Initially, a total of eight microcystin congeners (MC-LA, MC-LF, MC-LR, MC-LW, MC-LY, MC-RR,
MC-WR, and MC-YR) were monitored via liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS).
However, after the initial screening, LC–MS/MS analysis narrowed in on the dominant congener in each
sample, i.e., CA bloom and lab-cultured MA had MC-LR and the USA bloom had MC-YR. The method
reporting limit (MRL) for each congener was 0.5 µg/L, as determined in previous work [37].

2.5. Application of Algicides to the Bloom Samples and Lab-Cultured MA

The impact of hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate on the two bloom samples and the lab-cultured
MA after an initial 24 h exposure was evaluated by changes observed in the DOC, pigment levels,
and intra- and extracellular MCs. Hydrogen peroxide was added to the three cyanobacterial suspensions
at algicide:DOC mass ratios of 0.1, 0.25, 0.4, 1.6, and 4 and allowed to react for 24 h in covered but
uncapped amber glass bottles at room temperature. After exposure, samples were quenched with
100 mg/L of sodium thiosulfate. The hydrogen peroxide stock solution was prepared at a concentration of
~3500 mg/L in deionized water from a 30% stabilized hydrogen peroxide (Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA).
The initial and residual hydrogen peroxide concentrations were monitored using a 5 cm cuvette and
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Hach DR 5000 spectrophotometer (Loveland, CO) [34]. Samples were filtered with glass microfiber filters,
with a pore size of 0.45 µm, prior to analysis (Whatman, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom) to avoid
matrix interference. Starting concentrations and residuals for the hydrogen peroxide experiments can be
found in Table S1 of the Supplementary Information (SI). During the 24 h exposure, hydrogen peroxide
degraded (Table S1) but, relative to previous work, this degradation was slow due to the absence of a
light source [29,31].

Copper sulfate was added to the cyanobacterial suspensions at algicide:DOC mass ratios of 0.05, 0.1,
0.25, 0.6, and 3 and held for 24 h at room temperature in covered but uncapped amber glass bottles. A stock
solution of copper sulfate (1000 mg/L as Cu) was prepared from copper pentahydrate (Acros Organics,
New Jersey, USA) in deionized water. The concentration of total copper was measured with the EPA
Method 200.7 via inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (U.S. EPA, 1994). For the
USA bloom, samples were filtered with PES filters (Acrodisc, VWR), with a pore size of 0.45 µm,
prior to acid digestion to determine the concentration of dissolved copper. After initial testing with the
USA bloom showed no difference between total and dissolved copper, filtration was not applied to the
lab-cultured MA or the CA bloom samples.

2.6. Stagnation after Hydrogen Peroxide Quenching and Extended Exposure to Copper Sulfate

Following an initial 24 h algicide exposure (a duplicate of that described in Section 2.5), the impact
that stagnation had on the DOC, pigment, and intra- and extracellular MC was evaluated. For the
hydrogen peroxide stagnation experiments, amber glass bottles with the cyanobacterial suspensions were
exposed to 0.4 H2O2:DOC for up to 24 h. The USA bloom was accidentally quenched after only 20 min,
but the CA bloom and lab-cultured MA samples were allowed to react for the full 24 h. After quenching
with 100 mg/L sodium thiosulfate, time point samples were collected from <20 min up to 168 h. As copper
sulfate cannot easily be removed or quenched, samples were exposed to a dose ratio of 0.25 CuSO4:DOC
and then time point samples were collected from <20 min up to 168 h. All stagnation or extended exposure
samples were stored at room temperature in covered but uncapped bottles to allow for the exchange of
oxygen. Stagnation control experiments were undertaken for the USA bloom and the lab-cultured MA
without any additions or with only sodium thiosulfate (SI Table S2). The sodium thiosulfate did not have
a significant negative impact on the concentration of pigments, DOC, or the release of extracellular MCs,
so the experiments were not repeated for the CA bloom.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Water Quality of Cyanobacterial Suspensions Prior to Algicide Exposure

A limited number of water quality parameters were collected for the three cyanobacterial suspensions
prior to algicide exposure. The USA and CA bloom samples had 9.3 and 6.1 mg/L of DOC, respectively.
The lab-cultured MA contained 2.5 mg/L of DOC from its CRW background, but this rose to 5.5 mg/L
following cell addition. The background value was used to calculate algicide dosing concentrations.
The USA and CA bloom samples had pH values of 7.9 and the lab cultured MA suspension had a pH of 8.

In the USA bloom, Planktothrix agardhii/suspensa (2.65 × 106 cells/mL) and Planktolyngbya spp.
(3.72 × 105 cells/mL) were detected along with 1.85 ± 0.21 µg/L of intracellular MC-YR. Previous work
at the sample site, Grand Lake St. Marys, has shown that the Planktothrix agardhii/suspensa is responsible
for the production of MC-YR (Dumouchelle and Stelzer, 2014). The cyanobacteria detected in the CA
bloom included Anabaena spiroides (1.58× 105 cells/mL), Aphanothece clathrata brevis (1.01 × 105 cells/mL),
and Microcystis aeruginosa (4.03 × 104 cells/mL). The CA bloom’s MCs were also entirely intracellular
prior to the start of experiments at a concentration of 1.3 ± 0.077 µg/L MC-LR. In contrast to these two
bloom samples, the lab-cultured MA had 3.55 ± 0.21 µg/L of extracellular MC-LR prior to algicide
exposure in addition to 1.5 ± 0.50 µg/L of intracellular MC-LR.
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3.2. Impact of 24 h Exposure to Hydrogen Peroxide and Copper Sulfate on Cell Damage and Lysis

In this work, PC fluorescence (CA bloom) and extracted chl-a (USA bloom and lab-cultured MA)
were used as proxies for the level of cell damage incurred in the presence of each algicide. Exposure to
hydrogen peroxide can both reduce metabolic activity and ultimately result in cell lysis through the
loss of cell membrane integrity [28]. Similarly, copper sulfate can inactivate cells and ultimately result
in cell lysis [18].

As shown in Table 1, the maximum dose of hydrogen peroxide led to a small decrease for the
lab-cultured MA’s chl-a (−9.5%), whereas the USA bloom levels increased after the exposure. In contrast,
the highest dose of copper sulfate significantly reduced the chl-a levels for both the lab-cultured MA (−87%)
and the USA bloom (−23%). The CA bloom water appeared to have been the cyanobacteria most susceptible
to hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate, with reductions of 41% and 87%, respectively. However, the use
of PC fluorescence likely explains this result. PC fluorescence is a less sensitive measurement relative to
the extracted chl-a and the PC probe can detect both intra- and extracellular pigment.

While pigments were used as a metric for cell damage, cell lysis was monitored through the increase
in intracellular material as measured by bulk DOC (Table 1). The lab-cultured MA released 13% (0.85 mg/L)
of its DOC after exposure to 4 H2O2:DOC, but the bloom waters and the copper sulfate lab-cultured MA
sample had minimal changes (<6%). DOC and pigment data for all dose ratios are shown in Figure S1 and S2
of the SI.

Table 1. Impact of the highest dose ratio of hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate on chlorophyll-a (chl-a)
(USA bloom and lab-cultured Microcystis aeruginosa (MA)), phycocyanin (PC) (CA bloom), and dissolved
organic carbon (DOC).

Dose Ratio Parameter

Lab-Cultured MA USA Bloom CA Bloom

Pre-Algicide
Exposure

Change
after 24 h

Pre-Algicide
Exposure

Change
after 24 h

Pre-Algicide
Exposure

Change
after 24 h

4 H2O2: DOC DOC (mg/L) 5.5 ± 0.21 +13% 10 ± 1.9 +5.6% 6.3 +4.8%
Pigment (µg/L or RFU) 57 ± 16 −9.5% 130 ± 10 +88% 1.4 −41%

3 CuSO4: DOC DOC (mg/L) 5.7 ± 0.07 +4% 9.01 ± 0.24 +1.5% 6.4 −1.5%
Pigment (µg/L or RFU) 66 ± 3.8 −87% 170 ± 31 −23% 1.4 −91%

Previous work with hydrogen peroxide found that 2 mg/L was sufficient to produce >90% cell lysis
in a naturally occurring bloom of 1.2× 106 cells/mL P. agardhii in the Netherlands [23]. In contrast, a natural
bloom occurring in a lake in China required 60 mg/L to reduce extracted chl-a levels by >90% [24]. In this
work, both blooms would require a dose ratio higher than 4 H2O2:DOC to produce >90% removal of
pigments. The differences in behavior were attributed to a combination of the lack of light that would
produce HO•, exposure time periods, bloom-specific characteristics and the use of different methods to
determine cell damage [23,24,29,31]. For the lab-cultured MA, previous work found that cell integrity
was reduced by 14% up to 49% at doses of 10.2–102 mg/L H2O2 [18], which was similar to the 9.5% chl-a
reduction at 9.76 mg/L observed in this work.

The impact of copper sulfate has only been evaluated for monocultures in media and not for bloom
samples [18,20,22]. For example, Fan et al. [18] applied copper sulfate to lab-cultured MA and found
that after 1.0 mg/L, 98% of cells lost their membrane integrity over 48 h (7.0 × 105 cells/mL in media).
Zhou et al. [20] produced similar results with 0.4 mg/L of copper sulfate reducing the extracted chl-a and
damaging cell membranes by >90% (4.0 × 106 cells/mL in media) over 96 h. At 8 mg/L, Iwinski et al. [22]
reduced chl-a by approximately 50% after 96 hrs (4.5 × 106 cells/mL in media). A similar level of damage
was observed in this work with 7.5 mg/L resulting in an 87% reduction in chl-a, despite the presence of
CRW as a background matrix.

3.3. Impact of 24 h Exposure to Hydrogen Peroxide and Copper Sulfate on Mycrocystins

In conjunction with the release of DOC, cell lysis also led to the release of MCs (Figure 1), though this
release was limited for the two bloom samples. The USA bloom released 0.77 µg/L of MC-YR with
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4 H2O2:DOC, but the CA bloom had no detectable extracellular MC-LR. In contrast, a dose of 0.1 H2O2:DOC
resulted in an increase of 2.2 µg/L extracellular MC-LR in the lab-cultured MA. The extracellular MC-LR
continued to increase until the total MC level was extracellular. While 1.6 H2O2:DOC did not degrade
MC-LR, 4 H2O2:DOC produced a removal of 0.8 µg/L in the lab-cultured water. The lab-cultured water
was the only cyanobacterial suspension in which the concentration of extracellular MCs was close to the
8 µg/L U.S. EPA guideline for recreational swimming waters [16].

The effect of copper sulfate on the levels of intra- and extracellular MCs are also shown in Figure 1.
As was observed with hydrogen peroxide, there was a limited release of MCs for the USA bloom.
The highest dose ratio of copper sulfate (3 CuSO4:DOC) had a measurable decrease in the total MC-YR
level (0.4 µg/L), which was attributed to the release of extracellular toxin at a level below the MRL (0.5 µg/L).
At 0.6 and 3 CuSO4:DOC, the CA bloom had 0.5 µg/L of extracellular MC-LR. In the lab-cultured
MA sample, the 0.05 and 0.1 CuSO4:DOC ratios produced 1.6 and 1.3 µg/L extracellular MC-LR,
respectively. With higher doses of algicide, the extracellular and total toxin concentrations declined. A similar
trend was observed in the CA bloom, though at a lower magnitude. These losses were attributed to biological
degradation by aerobic bacteria following cyanobacterial cell die off with increasing concentrations of
copper sulfate [37–43]. Previous work has shown that biodegradation of extracellular toxin depends
on the congeners present as well as the background water matrix. For example, Maghsoudi et al. [42]
found that the presence of phycocyanin acts as a supplementary carbon source and results in enhanced
biodegradation of MCs. Although this process should be evaluated further (using additional microbial
characterization techniques), the range of degradation observed here is within the maximum values found
in lake waters—20 µg/day [41,42].
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Figure 1. Release of intracellular MCs from the USA bloom, CA bloom, and the lab-cultured MA after
a 24 h exposure to (a) five H2O2:DOC and (b) five CuSO4:DOC dose ratios.

As expected, the two bloom waters were more resistant to hydrogen peroxide as compared against
the monoculture of MA. This trend has been observed for other oxidants, e.g., chlorine and ozone and has
been primarily attributed to the presence of multiple species reacting with the algicide/oxidant [32,38–40].
However, the difference could also be caused by the cell growth phase or lab-grown vs. natural cyanobacteria
sheath layers/membrane thickness [32,38–40].

3.4. Impact of Stagnation Post-Quenching of Hydrogen Peroxide

From the five H2O2:DOC dose ratios, a low- to mid-point exposure was selected for monitoring
during a stagnation period after the initial oxidation (Figure 2). Specifically, the 0.4 H2O2:DOC dose
ratio was selected because it produced in no detectable release of extracellular MCs from the bloom
samples during the initial oxidation. After quenching at 20 min (USA bloom) or 24 h (CA bloom and
lab-cultured MA), samples were collected up to 96 or 168 h.

The stagnation period following quenching resulted in a consistent decrease in the pigment
in lab-cultured MA water as well as the CA bloom (Figure S3). During the initial 0.4 H2O2:DOC
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exposure period, the CA bloom and lab-MA water lost <30% of their PC fluorescence and chl-a.
However, stagnation in the absence of hydrogen peroxide revealed that the actual effect of this dose was
significantly higher with the final time point reduced by 93% in the CA bloom and 74% in lab-cultured
MA (Figure S3). This strongly suggests that the impact of an algicide on cyanobacterial cell damage is not
captured effectively by an initial monitoring period of less than 24 h and damage can be revealed over
time. Understanding that cyanobacterial cell damage needs to be monitored for up to a week after the
application and quenching of hydrogen peroxide is a useful time-frame for water treatment operators
looking to evaluate their surface water blooms.

In contrast to the decay observed for the CA bloom and lab-culture MA, the USA bloom cells
rebounded over time with the final chl-a levels at 115% greater than prior to exposure with hydrogen
peroxide (Figure S3). This was attributed to the limited exposure period for this water at 20 min relative
to 24 h for the other two waters.

Although the pigment levels were immediately affected (<2 h), the DOC concentration did not
change as rapidly after quenching. By the final time point, the levels of DOC had increased for each
water, due to cell lysis. Specifically, after 96 or 168 h hydrogen peroxide had damaged cells such that
the CA bloom released 1.1 mg/L and the lab-cultured MA cells released 0.5 mg/L. A similar release was
observed during the initial contact period (0.65 mg/L) for the lab-cultured cells, but the CA bloom had no
release initially. The USA bloom did not see a change in the DOC concentration during the stagnation
period (<0.1 mg/L), again due to the short exposure period. These results further confirm the cell-damage
data and show that additional time is necessary to capture the die-off period and subsequent release of
intracellular material.

The MCs followed a similar trend to the changes observed in the pigments and DOC. In the USA
bloom, no extracellular MC-YR was detected during the 168 h stagnation period. However, between the
two final time points (a period of 48-hrs) the concentration of intracellular MCs decreased by 0.5 µg/day.
This loss was not detected as extracellular MC-YR because it was either below the MRL or biodegraded
by the background microbiota prior to sample collection. In contrast to the USA bloom, the lab-cultured
MA’s extracellular MC-LR increased after a lag period of less than 2 h. These releases continued until
the final time point of 96 h at which point all of the 8.2 µg/L MC-LR was present as extracellular toxin.
Despite the differences in experimental setup, similar lag-periods of 1.8–2.5 h (doses of 2.5–20 mg/L)
were observed in previous work with lab-cultured MA producing MC-LR [29,31].
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MA producing MC-LR [29,31].  

 
Figure 2. Impact of stagnation on the release of microcystins (MCs) from two cyanobacterial suspensions
after exposure to 0.4 H2O2:DOC for 24 h (lab-cultured MA) or 20 min (USA bloom). Note: the CA
bloom MC levels were not monitored during stagnation.
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Pigment levels are often applied in source water monitoring as an evaluation of the cyanobacterial
bloom. In this work, a significant difference was observed between for the lag time prior to the decrease
in pigment levels and the release of intracellular MCs. The greater lag time associated with the release of
MCs shows that the risk from MCs persists for several days even after the pigment levels have been
significantly reduced. These data highlight the need to collect multiple water quality parameters and not
rely on results from pigments alone.

3.5. Extended (96 or 168 h) Exposure to Copper Sulfate

After the initial application of the five dose ratios, the 0.25 CuSO4:DOC dose ratio was selected for
long-term monitoring over a period of up to 96 or 168 h. Unlike hydrogen peroxide, copper sulfate’s
effect as an algicide cannot be easily quenched or removed from water, so exposure occurred during
the entire hold period.

The level of cell damage, as monitored by pigment, continued to increase even after the initial 24 h
exposure period. The final time point for the CA bloom’s PC fluorescence was reduced by 95% and
the lab-cultured MA’s chl-a was reduced by 62% (Figure S4). Similar to the behavior with hydrogen
peroxide, the USA bloom’s chl-a decreased in the first 20 min but rebounded over the 168 h monitoring,
with a final concentration similar to the starting concentration. The data for the USA bloom were similar
to results observed in other work with these algicides, wherein the percentage of intact lab-cultured MA
rebounded 7 days after the application of 1.5 mg/L copper sulfate [18].

For the release of DOC, a proxy for the lysis of cells, the lab-cultured MA and CA bloom saw
minimal changes (<0.2 mg/L) over the long-term exposure (Figure S4). The maximum change in DOC
was observed in the USA bloom at 1.2 mg/L released. This was in contrast to the impact on chl-a,
illustrating the difficulty in assessing the impact of algicides using only one metric.

The primary parameter of concern for cyanobacterial blooms is the release of MCs following treatment.
Unlike the stagnation period following dosing with hydrogen peroxide, the release of MC-LR from the
lab-cultured MA during exposure to copper sulfate occurred after a lag period of approximately 8 h
(Figure 3). At this point, the extracellular MC-LR increased by 3.4 µg/L, with the upward trend continuing
until the final time point, where all of the MC-LR was extracellular. In contrast to the lab-cultured
water, the two naturally occurring bloom samples had no detectable extracellular MC-LR or MC-YR.
However, both the USA and CA blooms experienced a decrease in the total concentration of MCs.
This occurred between the 50 h and 168 h time points for the USA bloom and after 24 h for the CA bloom.
This was likely indicative of a biological degradation of the extracellular MCs or a concentration close to
the MRL, similar to what was observed following exposure to hydrogen peroxide.Water 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 12 
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4. Conclusions

In this work, the goals were to determine the doses of hydrogen peroxide and copper sulfate
necessary for the release of intracellular MC following a 24 h exposure period and understand the
effect that stagnation time after exposure (hydrogen peroxide) or extended exposure (copper sulfate)
has on cell viability and release of MCs. The doses required for the release of intracellular MCs were
>4 H2O2:DOC or 0.6 CuSO4:DOC for the two naturally occurring bloom samples (Table 2). As expected,
the lab-cultured MA was more susceptible to both algicides, with even the lowest dose ratios (0.1 H2O2

or CuSO4:DOC) resulting in the release of extracellular MC-LR.

Table 2. Dose ratio or time required for the release of MCs in the two bloom samples and lab-cultured
MA. NR: no release of MCs observed at dose applied.

Cyanobacterial Suspension
Hydrogen Peroxide Copper Sulfate

H2O2:DOC After Exposure CuSO4:DOC Extended Contact

USA bloom 4 168 h NR 168 h
CA bloom NR - 0.6 168 h

Lab-cultured MA 0.1 2 h 0.1 2 h

However, the effect of hydrogen peroxide was not accurately captured during the initial monitoring
period as shown during the stagnation post-quenching. The low dose ratio of 0.4 H2O2:DOC was
sufficient to produce the release of MCs after one week. Similar results were observed for the copper
sulfate, wherein 0.25 CuSO4:DOC exposure over a week produced release in both blooms. This timeline
is relevant for water treatment plants using algicides in their source waters. Operators will need to be
wary of the potential for the release of extracellular MCs one week after the application of algicides and
after the pigment levels have declined.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/12/4/1105/s1,
Figure S1: Impact of hydrogen peroxide on a) the concentration of extracted chl-a (left axis) in the USA bloom and
the lab-cultured MA in CRW and the PC fluorescence (right axis) in the CA bloom and b) the level DOC in all three
suspensions, Figure S2: Impact of copper sulfate on a) the concentration of extracted chl-a (left axis) in the USA
bloom and the lab-cultured MA in CRW and the PC fluorescence (right axis) in the CA bloom and b) the level
DOC in all three suspensions, Figure S3: The impact of stagnation time after exposure to 0.4 H2O2:DOC on a) the
extracted chl-a (left axis) in the USA bloom and the lab-cultured MA and the PC fluorescence (right axis) in the CA
bloom, and b) the DOC, Figure S4: The impact of extended exposure to copper sulfate on a) the concentration of
extracted chl-a (left axis) in the USA bloom and the lab cultured MA and the PC fluorescence (right axis) in the CA
bloom, and b) the DOC, Table S1: Dosing and residuals for hydrogen peroxide in the lab-cultured Microcystis
aeruginosa (MA) in Colorado River water (CRW) and the USA bloom, Table S2: Control experiments collected for
the lab-cultured MA and USA bloom in the presence of only sodium thiosulfate or without any addition.
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